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Abstract: The effects of intergroup dialogues on intercultural relations in digital societies and the
growing conflict, inflammatory and hate speech phenomena characterizing these environments
are receiving increasing attention in socio-psychological studies. Based on Allport’s contact theory,
scholars have shown that online intercultural contact reduces ethnic prejudice and discrimination,
although it is not yet clear when and how this occurs. By analyzing the role of the Dialogical Self in
online intercultural dialogues, we aim to understand how individuals position themselves and others
at three levels of inclusiveness—personal, social, and human—and how this process is associated with
attitudes towards the interlocutor, intergroup bias and prejudice, whilst also considering the inclusion
of the Other in the Self and ethnic/racial identity. An experimental procedure was administered via
the Qualtrics platform, and data were collected among 118 undergraduate Italian students through
an anonymous questionnaire. From ANOVA and moderation analysis, it emerged that the social
level of inclusiveness was positively associated with ethnic/racial identity and intergroup bias.
Furthermore, the human level of inclusiveness was associated with the inclusion of the Other in the
Self and ethnic/racial identity, and unexpectedly, also with intergroup bias. We conclude that when
people interact online as “human beings”, the positive effect of online dialogue fails, hindering the
differentiation processes necessary to define one’s own and the interlocutor’s identities. We discuss
the effects of intercultural dialogue in the landscape of digital societies and the relevance of our
findings for theory, research and practice.
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1. Introduction

Intercultural relations in digital societies, especially when characterized by phenom-
ena such as inflammatory and hate speech, are an issue of pregnant social and political
relevance. For this reason, it is urgent that psychosocial research focuses on strategies
useful for reducing these negative online phenomena. Among the strategies highlighted in
literature to promote positive intergroup relations, Allport’s contact theory [1] seems to
be one of the most successful [2]. Since its formulation, many scholars have applied the
contact theory in order to reduce prejudice towards different target groups (i.e., ethnic and
sexual minorities or people with illnesses) and in different contexts (i.e., schools, work-
places). Moreover, given the difficulty involved in making people from different groups
meet face-to-face, and given the growing pervasiveness of the Internet, contact theory has
recently been applied to online contexts as well. Since direct face-to-face contact may be
threatening and anxiety-provoking, [1,3], hosting an online interaction with an outgroup
member allows not only to overcome physical barriers, [4], but also makes people feel
more comfortable and in control of the situation [5]. Despite some authors, [6,7], have well
underlined the efficacy of online intergroup contact in reducing prejudice, it is still not clear
which variables could influence this relation. Imperato et al.’s [7] meta-analysis on this
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topic demonstrated that many moderation and mediation variables classically considered
in the literature on offline intergroup contact could not be applied in online environments,
or, when applied, fail to explain the process by which online contact reduces prejudice.

In this study, we aimed to analyze the relationship between online intercultural contact
and ethnic prejudice by focusing on the role of the Self in the levels of inclusiveness—
personal, social, and human—that people activate during an online intercultural dialogue.
In the literature, there was a burgeoning array of different theories defining the Self.
For instance, Mancini [8] distinguished modern and post-modern theories: modern Self
theories generally defined the Self as located within individuals’ minds and as a propriety
of individuals (i.e., the Identity Status Model [9]); while post-modern Self theories generally
defined the Self located outside individuals’ minds and as a propriety of social interaction
(i.e., the Dialogical Self [10]). Starting with the post-modern Self perspective, the goal
of the present study was to provide a new theoretical contribution to the literature on
online intergroup dialogue, by considering the intersubjective perspective proposed by the
Dialogical Self Theory [10]. Moreover, by proposing an experimental design implemented
online, our goal was to suggest a methodology that facilitates the collection of data on
online intergroup dialogue by researchers. Lastly, considering the growing level of conflict,
flaming and hate speech phenomena that characterize online environments, our practical
purpose was to collect empirical evidence which would be useful not only to sensitize web
users, but also to provide managers and web designers with useful ideas for designing
digital societies that can favor intercultural dialogue and more generally positive contacts
between people belonging to different social groups.

1.1. The Role of the Self in Prejudice Reduction

In the studies related to offline contexts, some authors, e.g., [11–13], have underlined
the central role of the Self, seen as a variable that could partially explain the prejudice
reduction. Considering the concept of social identity complexity—the relationships among
individuals’ multiple memberships [14]—the literature has highlighted that individuals
who perceive their multiple memberships as strongly overlapping (i.e., low social identity
complexity) tend to be less inclusive and tolerant towards the outgroups, [15], increasing
both explicit and implicit negative racial attitudes, [16,17], compared with individuals
who perceive their multiple memberships as distinct and cross-cutting (e.g., high social
identity complexity). Furthermore, studying the conflict relations between young people
from Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia, Brankovic et al. [13] found that the relationship
between intergroup contact and prejudice reduction was partially mediated by social
identity inclusiveness and complexity. Nevertheless, the literature focused on the identity
processes that could mediate the relationship between intergroup contact and prejudice
reduction is still lacking with regard to offline contexts and it is even scarcer with regard to
online ones. White et al. [6] pointed out that the Self may be a variable key to understanding
how online intergroup contact reduces prejudice. Moreover, classical literature on CMC
has also focused on the identity processes that take place in online interactions. The Social
Identity Model of Deindividuation Effects (SIDE) [18,19] assumed that on the one hand, the
Internet provides a context in which people can develop new social identities, while also
breaking down social boundaries between ingroups and outgroups, and on the other hand,
an anonymous CMC increases the group’s influence, stereotyping and discriminations.
Despite both the literature about online intergroup contact and the literature about CMC
have underlined the importance of considering the Self, to the best of our knowledge,
only a few studies to date [20,21] have considered the role of the Self in influencing
the contact–prejudice relation in online contexts. In the present study, we focused on
Hermans et al.’s [10] theory, which considered the Self as a product of social interactions.

The Dialogical Self, as defined by Hermans et al. [10], is multi-voiced and composed of
a multiplicity of internal and external positions. Therefore, no clear boundaries divide what
is typically inside the person (i.e., the Self; internal positions) and what is typically outside
the person (i.e., the Other in the Self; external positions), thus what is external is considered
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part of the person’s identity. In other words, individuals’ identities are literally defined
by the dialogue that takes place between internal positions and external positions. In line
with Imperato et al. [22], studying intergroup contact in light of Dialogical Self theory
enables one to make a new theoretical contribution to the literature on online intergroup
contact because it redefines interaction—the ways in which contacts occur—in terms of
intersubjectivity, moving from the idea that contact requires interdependent actions to the
idea that contact requires interdependent positions. Therefore, the Dialogical Self enables
one to analyze an intergroup phenomenon in light of Self processes, in order to empirically
understand whether and to what extent the Dialogical Self explains the process by which
intercultural contacts reduce ethnic/racial prejudice in online contexts.

1.2. Levels of Inclusiveness and Intergroup Contact

In studying contacts between different groups, the social identity approach highly in-
fluenced the way in which many intergroup and group-based dynamics are observed,
considering both Social Identity Theory (SIT) [23,24] and Self Categorization Theory
(SCT) [25,26]. These two theories allow one to better understand how individuals identify
themselves and act as a group member, and since their formulation, these theories have led
to a considerable amount of empirical research, e.g., [27]. Based on SCT assumptions, one
could categorize themself on a personal, social or human level of inclusiveness. The levels
at which individuals categorize themselves have implications for both intergroup relations
as well as prejudice towards outgroups.

Some studies have shown that interaction on a personal level might favor the percep-
tion of overlap between the Self ingroup and the Other outgroup; hence, a great number of
traits used to describe the Self will be attributed to the outgroup member [28]. Furthermore,
this attribution will likely to lead a more positive evaluation of the Other, which, however,
was not generalized to the outgroup as a whole [29]. On the other hand, Pettigrew [30] and
Pettigrew and Tropp [31,32] pointed out that interpersonal processes, such as intergroup
friendship—based on a personal level of inclusiveness—had a positive impact on inter-
group relations. Davies and Aron [24] identified some interpersonal friendship processes
that led to positive attitudes towards the outgroup: reciprocal caring, reciprocal trust,
intimacy, affection, self-disclosure, inclusion of the Other in the Self and behaviors related
to friendship. Through two studies, other authors [24] have found that these processes,
when they occur between two members from different groups, resulted in more positive at-
titudes towards the outgroup as a whole, and thus the positive evaluation was generalized
towards the entire group. Consequently, when summarizing these results, it emerges that
when individuals interact on a personal level without developing an intergroup friendship,
the positive attitude towards the outgroup member with whom they have interacted is not
attributed to the outgroup as a whole, while individuals who interact with an outgroup
friend tend to also extend positive attitudes to the entire outgroup.

When individuals interact categorizing themselves and others on a social level of
inclusiveness, group membership become salient. As is well known, social categorization
allows individuals to accentuate perceived differences between groups and similarities
between members of the same group, e.g., [33], to such an extent that the mere categoriza-
tion may contribute to maintaining prejudice towards the outgroup, e.g., [26]. Moreover,
social categorization strengthens positive identification with one’s ingroup norms and
values, which, in line with SIT, positively affects prejudice towards the outgroup [23].
Scheepers et al. [34] experimentally determined that an individual’s tendency to categorize
and differentiate groups had both an identity and an instrumental function. The identity
function was linked to the individuals’ need to distinguish one’s meaningful social identity
from the other ones, while the instrumental function was linked to the achievement of
group goals. Based on their results, the authors [34] proposed to theoretically consider
both functions in interplay when analyzing people’s need for categorization, as well as the
interaction at a social level of inclusiveness.
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Lastly, when people categorize themselves and others based on superordinate mem-
bership, they activate the human level of inclusiveness. The literature has underlined
that a more inclusive and abstract level of categorization (e.g., human identity) facilitates
intergroup relations [25]. In fact, this level of categorization could be considered as a social
identity shared by both the ingroup and the outgroup [35]. For instance, Levine et al. [36]
experimentally induced a shift in the salience of social categorization and observed par-
ticipants’ helping behaviors. The authors found that when the category boundaries were
more inclusive, helping behaviors were also extended to the outgroup members, as long
as they were part of a superordinate category inclusive of both ingroup and outgroup
members. Furthermore, Wohl and Branscombe [37] experimentally determined that a more
abstract level of human categorization increased positive responses towards the outgroup,
concluding that “negative group-based feelings toward (outgroup) can be reduced with
more inclusive levels of categorization” (p. 301). Thus, interaction at the human level could
favor intergroup relations by including both the Self (ingroup) and the Other (outgroup) in
a common, more general and abstract ingroup. In addition, this was also consistent with
the common ingroup identity model [38].

1.3. Democratic Organization of the Self

Starting from SCT [25], Hermans et al. [39] recently proposed the model of the Demo-
cratic Organization of the Self, considering it as particularly useful when a dialogue takes
place in a situation of conflict. It is well known that conflict phenomena such as discrim-
ination, [21,40], hate speech, [41], and misinformation, [42], widely occur online, to the
extent that it is possible to argue that the Internet could both facilitate, [43], and obstruct,
e.g., [44] harmonious relations. Thus, applying the Democratic Organization of the Self
model to online dialogues could be particularly useful. In this model, starting from the
SCT’s three levels of inclusiveness [25], the authors focused on three different levels at
which dialogue takes place, considered here as three different levels of responsibility:
personal, social and human. From this perspective, the personal level of responsibility was
defined as the ability to provide a dialogical answer to the Other and to oneself from a
personal position (i.e., “I as an empathic person”). The social level of responsibility was
defined as the ability to give a dialogical answer to the Other and to oneself from a joint
social position, considering the groups to which one belongs (i.e., “I as an Italian”). Lastly,
the human level of responsibility was defined as the ability to give a dialogical answer
to the Other and to oneself from an inclusive and abstract human position (i.e., “I as a
human being”). Since during a dialogue the individuals could move through personal,
social, and human levels of inclusiveness, it was predicted that shifting towards a more
abstract and inclusive level (e.g., human) could reduce conflicts. Furthermore, the ability
to shift among the different levels of inclusiveness itself, i.e., the ability to re-position one’s
identity in the dialogue, could foster higher harmonious interpersonal and intergroup
relations. In particular, this happens in conflict situations, as theoretically pointed out by
Hermans et al. [39] and experimentally explored by Imperato et al. [22].

Despite the promising premises of Hermans’ theoretical model, to date, no studies
have analyzed intergroup relationships in light of the Democratic Organization of the
Self model. However, we argue that applying the Democratic Organization of the Self to
intergroup contacts can complexify what happens during the interactions between different
groups. In addition, this helps to better understand the Self implications of the intergroup
contacts, namely what people put in place in terms of Self levels of inclusiveness when
they dialogue with an outgroup member.

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, very few studies have analyzed individuals’
positionings and re-positionings in dialogue with an outgroup member. O’Sullivan-Lago
and De Abreu [45] explored the impact of a cultural contact zone on identity processes in
a sample of Irish nationals, immigrants and asylum seekers, arguing that re-positionings
could be a strategy to maintain identity continuity when interacting with a different culture.
More recently, Imperato et al. [22] analyzed data from four couples of undergraduate
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students of different ethnicities/cultures interacting online, finding that individuals ac-
tivated different positions (i.e., different levels of inclusiveness/responsibility) based on
their membership to the majority or minority ethnic/cultural group, although personal
positions were the ones that were more activated during dialogue for both the majority
and minority group. The authors also found that monologicity—the lack of shifts among
positions during dialogue (in contrast to dialogicity)—was positively related to intergroup
bias. Consequently, going beyond the specific levels of inclusiveness, the individuals’
ability to circularly shift between the personal, social, and human levels could foster less
conflict in intergroup relations. Despite these findings, no study has extensively analyzed
the role of the dialogue that takes place between internal positions and external positions
in online intergroup contacts, and its relations with ethnic prejudice towards different
ethnic/cultural groups.

1.4. The Present Study

The main aim of this study was to focus on the role of the Dialogical Self in intercultural
relations occurring in online contexts. Specifically, we aimed to analyze how positioning
oneself and others at three levels of inclusiveness—salience of the personal, social and
human positions—and shifting from one level of inclusiveness to another during the
dialogue—from monologicity to dialogicity and from coordination to incoordination—were
associated with intercultural outcomes of inclusion of the Other in the Self, ethnic/racial
identity, attitude toward the outgroup member with whom users dialogued, and the explicit
(intergroup bias) and implicit prejudices. To this aim, an experimental study was conducted
online with a sample of Italian undergraduate students who were induced to position
themselves and the “Other”, i.e., a member of a cultural/ethnic outgroup, at different
levels of inclusiveness/responsibility during online dialogue. These levels included the
personal, the social and human levels, as indicated by the Democratic Organization of
the Self, and they were experimentally manipulated through the way that the “Other”
was introduced into the online dialogue and measured during the pre-dialogue and post-
dialogue procedure. Based on the literature previously reviewed, we formulated four
hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Given the central role of dialogism in Hermans et al.’s model [39] in fostering
harmonious relations and Imperato et al.’s results [22], we expect that dialoguing with an outgroup
member can favor an individual’s ability to shift between the personal, social and human levels of
inclusiveness, i.e., to decrease monologicity regardless of the level of inclusiveness we manipulated.
Thus, we hypothesize that online intergroup contact per se decreases the monologicity from pre-
dialogue to post-dialogue, regardless of the experimental conditions, i.e., through online contact,
participants’ dialogue shifts between the personal, social, and human levels of the Self’s and the
Other’s positions, regardless of the experimental conditions.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). As a consequence of monologicity, we expect that dialogue with the outgroup
member disfavors an individual’s ability to coordinate the Self’s and the Other’s positions. In other
words, we hypothesize that online intergroup contact per se decreases the coordination of positions
from pre-dialogue to post-dialogue, regardless of the experimental conditions.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). As regards the different levels of inclusiveness we manipulated (personal,
social, human), we expect the salience of the Self’s and the Other’s positions to follow the level of
inclusiveness we manipulated, so that participants position themselves (internal positions) and the
Other (external positions) in line with the experimental conditions. Specifically, we hypothesize
that participants report higher levels of individuation (i.e., greater salience of internal and external
personal positions; H3.1) in the per-sonal condition; higher levels of categorization (i.e., greater
salience of internal and external social positions; H3.2) in the social condition; and higher levels of
humanization (i.e., greater salience of external human positions; H3.3) in the in human condition.
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Hypothesis 4 (H4). In line with the findings on different levels of inclusiveness from SIT and
SCT perspectives [27,28,36] and since we expect the salience of the positions to follow the level of
inclusiveness we manipulated (H3), we assume some associations among dialogue monologicity,
dialogue coordination and the salience of the three levels of inclusiveness in the dialogue on the one
hand, and the inclusion of the Other in the Self, ethnic/racial identity, attitude toward the outgroup
member, intergroup bias, and prejudices among different conditions on the other hand. More
specifically, we hypothesize that monologicity is associated with negative intercultural outcomes,
i.e., with a lower level of inclusion of the Other in the Self and a lower level of positive attitude
towards the outgroup member, with a higher level of ethnic/racial identity, intergroup bias and
prejudice. Based on the Hermans et al.’s Democratic Organization of the Self, we assume that
these associations are higher in the human condition than in personal and social conditions (H4.1).
As regards dialogue coordination, we expect the same associ-ations: we assume that dialogue
coordination is negatively associated with the inclusion of the Other in the Self and with the attitude
towards the outgroup member, while it is positively associated with ethnic/racial identity, intergroup
bias and prejudice. However, based on SIT, we assume that these associations are higher in the
social condition than in personal and human conditions (H4.2). Re-garding the salience of the three
levels of inclusiveness during the dialogue, we hypothesize that high levels of individualization
(i.e., greater salience of internal and external personal positions) positively relate to attitude towards
the outgroup member. Thus, based on studies on SCT, we assume that such an association is higher
in personal, medium in human and lower in social condition (H4.3). Fur-thermore, high levels of
categorization (i.e., greater salience of internal and external social positions) positively relate to
ethnic/racial identity, intergroup bias and prejudice. Nonetheless, we assume that these associations
are higher in social, medium in personal and lower in human condition (H4.4). Lastly, high levels of
humanization (i.e., the greater salience of internal and external human positions) positively relate to
both the inclusion of the Other in the Self and ethnic/cultural identity, as well as to positive attitude
towards the outgroup member, and negatively relate to intergroup bias and preju-dice. Following
studies at a human level of inclusiveness, we assume that these associations are higher in the human
condition than in personal and social conditions (H4.5).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Design, Procedure, and Measures

An experimental design was implemented on the Qualtrics platform. Taking advan-
tage of the possibility of using a JavaScript code on Qualtrics, a private chatroom was pro-
grammed in which participants had to dialogue online with a fictitious outgroup member
and answer a series of questions. Fictitious outgroup member’s answers were programmed
based on real online intergroup dialogues provided in the study by Imperato et al. [22].
The design procedure included: an informed consent form, pre-dialogue measures, the
implementation of three experimental conditions, dialogue, post-dialogue measures and
debriefing. Design and measures are presented in Figure 1.
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2.1.1. Informed Consent Form

Complying with both GDPR and university ethical standards, and in line with the Ital-
ian Psychology Association’s (AIP) research ethics code, the first page of the questionnaire
contained an informed consent form presenting information about the aim of the study and
ensuring confidentiality, anonymity, and data protection. Participants were asked to give
their consent to participate in the study by clicking “yes, I agree to participate” (or “no”) at
the end of the informed consent form. Participants who did not give their consent were
automatically redirected to the acknowledgments page. Through a filter, participants who
claimed to be under 18 years old or who claimed they were not undergraduate students
were led to the final “thank you” message placed at the end of the questionnaire. Further-
more, the participants had to have a keyboard to complete the Implicit Association Test
measure, and those who connected through smartphones were shown a message asking
them to change their device.

2.1.2. Pre-Dialogue

During the pre-dialogue phase, after some socio-demographic questions (i.e., gender,
age, nationality and profession), participants were asked to complete scales related to their
Internet usage and their Dialogical Self.

Internet usage. The participants were asked to complete the Internet Intensity Scale
(IIS). The scale was adapted from Ellison et al.’s [46] Facebook Intensity Scale, translated
into Italian and in this study adapted to refer not only to Facebook, but also to social plat-
forms in which users can interact each other (i.e., social networks, forums and chatrooms).
The scale was composed of eight items. The first two items measured online contacts and
the frequency of Internet usage (e.g., “How many of your online contacts are also your friends
in real life?”; “In the past week, approximately how many minutes have you spent with these people
online (on social network, chat, or forum)?”). The other six items measured the intensity of
Internet usage on a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = completely disagree, 5 = completely agree;
e.g., “Chatting online is one of my daily activities”; α = 0.80).

Dialogical Self (pre-dialogue). Participants completed a short version of Hermans’
Personal Positions Repertoire (PPR; [47]). In this pre-dialogue version, participants were
asked to think about an undergraduate student similar to them and complete the PPR. The
PPR was used to assess the extent to which each internal position (row) was connected to
each external position (columns). The positions were adapted to the participants’ character-
istics (i.e., participants’ name and ethnicity/race). In line with Hermans et al.’s Democratic
Self Model [39] and with Imperato et al.’s cluster analyses findings [22], we chose the
positions referring to personal, social and human levels of inclusiveness. According to
Filip and Kovářová [48], despite the PPR’s remarkable flexibility, it requires a great deal
of cognitive effort and time from the respondent, who must rate relationships between
every internal position with every external position. Additionally, considering that the
procedure took place online, therefore in a fairly ecological context without researcher
control, we decided to use PPR, i.e., a short version of the sheet, including a single position
for each level of inclusiveness. Specifically, the internal positions were: I as participants’
name, I as Italian, I as human being; and the external positions were: other student’s name,
Senegalese, the human beings. Participants were asked to indicate on a scale ranging from
0 to 5 the extent to which each internal position was prominent in relation to each external
position (0 = not at all, 5 = very considerably).

2.1.3. Experimental Conditions

Regardless of the experimental conditions, all users were told that they were about to
chat online with Kama or with Ngalula, depending on the participants’ gender, a 22-year-
old Senegalese undergraduate student. Then, the participants were randomly assigned to
one of the three experimental conditions—personal, social, or human. We constructed the
experimental manipulations based on results of Imperato et al. [22], then three experts in
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the field approved them. Thus, based upon the experimental condition, the interlocutor
was introduced as follows:

(a) Personal condition: “Kama/Ngalula really likes to chat online, especially to get to
know the people he talks to in a “deep” way. Kama/Ngalula is in fact a boy/girl who
is very attentive to the needs and characteristics of the people he interacts with. People
who know him/her praise him/her as a friendly, open and empathetic guy/girl”.

(b) Social condition: “Kama/Ngalula really enjoys chatting online, especially to meet
other people who come from his own country. Kama/Ngalula is in fact a boy/girl
very eager to learn about Senegalese traditions, customs, and habits. People who
know him/her praise him/her as a boy/girl who is very attached to his family and
his country of origin”.

(c) Human condition: “Kama/Ngalula really enjoys chatting online, especially to get to
know people regardless of their affiliations or diversity. Kama/Ngalula is in fact a
boy/girl very desirous to know the human side of people. People who know him/her
praise him/her as a boy/girl who feels himself/herself as a citizen of the world and
loves justice and equality”.

2.1.4. Dialogue

With the help of a computer scientist, a private chatroom was implemented within the
questionnaire in the Qualtrics platform, and participants had to chat with a “fake” outgroup
member. The usage of a bot to simulate the outgroup member was widely used in the
literature on online intergroup contacts. Notably, it has been shown that even contact with
a fake outgroup member can reduce prejudice towards the outgroup e.g., [49]. Since estab-
lishing a cross-group friendship favors prejudice reduction, according to Davies et al. [50]
and to contact literature results [31], the Relationship Closeness Induction Task [51] (RCIT)
was used during the dialogue. RCIT consists of three lists of questions with a growing
level of intimacy (i.e., “How old are you?” for the first list; “If you could travel anywhere
in the world, where would you go and why?” for the second list; and “What is your biggest
fear?” for the third list). In order to reduce participant dropout, we only asked 18 of the 29
questions from the original protocol. The questions were initially written with the aim of
inducing intimacy between two unknown individuals in offline contexts, and they were
recently successfully applied to the online context [52]. The RCIT questions appeared to
participants who were asked to read the outgroup members’ answers and then answer
to the same question. To make the dialogue as plausible as possible, the bot’s responses
appeared with a slight pre-programmed latency. Furthermore, the answers were based on
real dialogues that occurred between two students of different ethnicity/races that can be
found in Imperato et al. [22].

Attention checks. To check that participants were attentive to the instructions of the
experimental procedure, three attention checks were immediately presented after the
dialogue. The questions were: “What is the name of the person you dialogue to?”; “Where did
the person you dialogue with come from?”; and “Why does the person you dialogue with love to
chat?”.

2.1.5. Post-Dialogue

During post-dialogue phase, the participants completed the measures of the Dialogical
Self, inclusion of the Other in the Self, a measure of their ethnic/racial identity, as well as
implicit and explicit ethnic prejudice measures.

Dialogical Self. The participants completed a short version of the PPR [47], which
was very similar to the one presented in the pre-dialogue phase. They were asked to
think about the dialogue that took place with the other student and answer the related
question. Additionally, in this PPR, the internal positions were “I as participants’ name”; “I
as Italian”; and “I as human being”, while external positions were the other student’s name
(e.g., Kama or Ngalula, based on the participant’s gender); Senegalese; and the human
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beings. Participants had to indicate on a 0–5 scale the extent to which each internal position
was prominent in relation to each external position.

Inclusion of the Other in the Self. It was measured through the Inclusion of the Other
in the Self scale (IOS; [53]). IOS is composed of two increasingly overlapping circles. In our
version, one circle represented the participant (i.e., “Me”) and the other circle represented
Kama or Ngalula (i.e., “He” or “She”). Participants were asked to assess their relationship
with the outgroup member with whom they interacted, selecting one out of seven couples
of circles. IOS has been successfully used in studies on prejudice reduction, i.e., considering
the inclusion of the Other in the Self as a mediating variable of the relationship between
compassionate love and prejudice towards immigrants [54].

Ethnic/racial identity. It was measured through an Italian and cultural adaptation
of the Multigroup Ethnic Identity Measure—Revised (MEIM-R [55]). The MEIM-R is
composed of six items on a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly
agree) measuring ethnic/cultural exploration and commitment (e.g., “I spent some time
trying to find out more about my culture, my history, my traditions.”; α = 0.86).

Attitudes towards Kama/Ngalula. It was measured through an emotional thermome-
ter ranging from 0 (=extremely unfavorable) to 100 (= extremely favorable) to assess the
attitudes towards the outgroup member with whom participants interacted.

Explicit ethnic prejudice (intergroup bias). It was measured through two emotional
thermometers ranging from 0 (= extremely unfavorable) to 100 (= extremely favorable) to
assess attitudes towards the ethnic/cultural group to which the interlocutor with whom
participants interacted belonged (i.e., Senegalese), and the participants’ ethnic/cultural
group (i.e., Italians). An intergroup bias measure was computed by subtracting the attitude
towards the outgroup (i.e., Senegalese) to the attitude towards the ingroup (i.e., Italians);
thus, positive scores indicated a high preference for participants’ ingroup.

Implicit ethnic prejudice. Participants were asked to complete the Implicit Association
Test (IAT; [56]) procedure. The IAT procedure was executed on the Qualtrics platform,
following the guidelines suggested by Carpenter et al. [57] and published by the authors
on the Open Science Framework (OSF). The IAT assessed the degree to which target
pairs (e.g., Occidental people vs. non-Occidental people) and categories (e.g., pleasant
vs. unpleasant) are mentally associated. We used images provided by Harvard’s Project
Implicit (www.implicit.harvard.edu, accessed on 3 January 2021) to assess Occidental
vs. non-Occidental target, and adjectives provided by Dasgupta et al. [58] to assess the
pleasant vs. unpleasant categories. Participants completed seven blocks of stimuli sorting
trials, alternating between compatible blocks (“Occidental people” + “pleasant”) and
incompatible blocks (“non-Occidental people” + “unpleasant”), as well as between practice
trials and critical trials. The seven blocks order was randomized among the participants
presenting randomly compatible blocks or incompatible blocks first. The same procedure
was used in Imperato et al. [22], showing no differences between pre- and post- dialogue;
for this reason, we decided to present it only in the post-dialogue phase.

2.1.6. Debriefing

At the end of the questionnaire, participants were thanked and informed that they
did not chat with a real person, and that they could contact the researcher in case they had
any questions or felt upset.

2.2. Data Collection Process and Dataset Composition

A power analysis using G*Power v3.1 [59] was computed to determine the sample size.
Results from Imperato et al.’s meta-analysis [7] were used to set the effect size. Thus, in
order to detect an effect size of Cohen’s d = 0.39 with 80% power (alpha = 0.05), we needed
118 participants. Inclusion criteria were being university students; Italian citizenship; and
users of Social Networks forums and chatrooms. The only exclusion criterion was being
under 18 years old.

www.implicit.harvard.edu
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The participants were recruited between October 2020 and January 2021, in three
stages: the first stage, from October to November 2020, involved undergraduate students
from the psychology Master’s degree of the University of Parma. The experiment link was
sent to the students before they were given any instruction other than those contained in
the survey. The students did not receive any extra credit for their participation. In the
second stage, the participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk subject pool
in December 2020 and in January 2021, and they received a compensation of EUR 2.50.
Only those of Italian citizenship, of age (older than 18), and undergraduate students were
allowed to participate. MTurk has been extensively used to recruit participants for online
surveys, as the literature demonstrated that these samples reflect the general population’s
characteristics, e.g., [60]. Given the lack of many Italian users on MTurk panels, we started
with the third stage, recruiting participants from Prolific platform (Online participant
recruitment for surveys and market research Available online: www.prolific.ac, accessed on
3 January 2021) during almost the same period in January 2021. The criteria to be eligible to
participate in the study were the same as those used in MTurk recruitment, and participants
received a compensation of EUR 3.00. Despite Prolific is a relatively new subject pool, the
literature has highlighted its utility to distribute online questionnaires, [61].

After collecting data, we merged the three databases into a unique dataset, and we
computed a recruitment stage variable to identify the participants recruited during stages
1, 2 and 3. A total sample of 207 participants opened the questionnaire and gave their
consent to participate in the study (n = 99 in recruitment stage 1, n = 35 in stage 2, and
n = 73 in stage 3). However, 5 were excluded because they were not Italians born in Italy,
and 15 were excluded because they were not undergraduate students. In the remaining
sample of 187 participants, 66 were excluded because they failed the attention checks, and
3 because of missing values for the Dialogical Self measure.

2.3. Sample Characteristics

The final sample was composed of 118 Italian participants (80 females, 67.8%; 38 males,
32.2%) aged between 18 and 35 (M = 23.58, SD = 2.79). As regards social platform use,
101 participants (85.6%) declared that they often used social networks, forums and chat-
rooms, while only 17 (14.4%) declared that they sometimes used the same platforms. On
average, the majority of the sample (n = 99, 83.9%) declared that they had approximately
100 or less online friends who were also friends in the offline context; 18 (15.3%) declared
that they had approximately 101–400 online friends; and only 1 (0.8%) declared to have
more than 400 online friends. Regarding the time spent online, 23 (19.5%) spent less than an
hour per week chatting, 43 (36.4%) spent approximately 5 h per week chatting, 25 (21.2%)
spent approximately 15 h per week chatting, 11 (9.3%) spent approximately 20 h per week
chatting, 12 (10.2%) spent approximately 30 h per week chatting, and only 4 (3.4%) spent
40 h or more per week chatting.

3. Results
3.1. Data Analysis Strategy

The analysis was computed using SPSS v.27. To test the study’s hypotheses and ana-
lyze the pre- and post-dialogue PPRs, an index of monological versus dialogical dialogue
was first computed. To do this, Filip and Kovářová [48,62] suggested running a principal
component analysis on the external positions for each PPR sheet separately, and consider
the percentage of variance explained by the first latent factor of the model as an index
whose high values indicated monologicity and whose low values indicated dialogicity.
However, since we used short versions of the PPR for both pre- and post-dialogue measures,
it was not possible to compute PCA given the lack of variance in too many cases. Thus,
inspired by this procedure, we computed a coefficient of variation for each participant,
considering the ratio of the standard deviation of all nine cells of the matrix to the mean of
all nine cells of the matrix. In this sense, the resulting index could be interpreted as well as
the index presented by Filip and Kovářová [62]. Consequently, high levels of this index

www.prolific.ac
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indicated high levels of monological dialogue and vice versa. Furthermore, to assess the
extent to which people position themselves and the Other at the same level of inclusiveness,
we computed a dialogue coordination of positions index, subtracting the values of the
cells outside the diagonal (i.e., internal personal position–external social position) from
the values of the cells on the diagonal (i.e., internal personal position–external personal
position). As a result, high levels of this index indicated high levels of dialogue coordina-
tion. Moreover, we also computed indices of the salience of internal and external personal,
social and human positions, by the arithmetic means of the cell values, as performed in
Hermans et al. [47].

As regards the IAT procedure, aszccording to Greenwald, Nosek and Banaji [63], a
standardized difference score within subjects (D-Score) was computed on critical trials,
subtracting the mean response latency in compatible blocks by the mean response latency
in incompatible blocks for both pre- and post-dialogue measures. Therefore, positive scores
indicated a preference for the majority group (i.e., Occidental people), zero indicated no
preferences and negative scores indicated preference for the minority group (i.e., non-
Occidental people).

3.2. Descriptive Analysis

Given that the participants’ recruitment took place at different stages, we tested
whether there were differences between participants recruited in stages 1, 2 and 3 in terms
of participants’ characteristics and pre-dialogue design variables. Comparing all three
recruitment stages, no differences were found between the second and the third stages
(e.g., MTurk and Prolific recruitment stages). For this reason, we compared the first stage
(e.g., undergraduate students from the University of Parma) with the second and third
stages together.

The participants’ characteristics, pre-dialogue descriptive statistics and zero-order
correlations are presented in Table 1. Since some of these variables were not normally
distributed (i.e., monologicity and dialogue coordination), we transformed these variables
by computing the square root for monologicity, and reciprocal transformation for dialogue
coordination, according to the suggestions of Tabachnick and Fidell [64].
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics and Pearson’s correlations among pre-dialogue variables (n = 118).

M SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11.

1. Gender (1 = F) 0.68 0.47 1
2. Age 23.58 2.79 −0.01 1
3. Internet usage 3.42 0.68 −0.05 −0.13 * α 0.80
4. Internal personal positions 2.91 1.41 0.15 0.03 −0.00 α 0.75
5. Internal social positions 2.12 1.39 −0.05 0.05 0.00 0.23 * α 0.75
6. Internal human positions 3.89 1.47 0.02 −0.01 −0.12 0.13 0.25 ** α 0.90
7. External personal positions 3.20 1.09 −0.04 0.06 −0.01 0.51 ** 0.61 ** 0.62 ** α 0.35
8. External social positions 2.51 1.16 0.15 0.05 −0.10 0.58 ** 0.56 ** 0.58 ** 0.57 ** α 0.39
9. External human positions 3.21 1.20 0.04 −0.03 −0.04 0.57 ** 0.64 ** 0.55 ** 0.60 ** 0.56 ** α 0.54
10. Monologicity (square root) 0.76 0.24 −0.05 −0.08 0.08 −0.46 ** −0.73 ** −0.32 ** −0.61 ** −0.68 ** −0.59 ** 1
11. Dialogue coordination (reciprocal) 1.78 0.44 −0.00 −0.10 −0.07 0.23 ** 0.17 0.34 ** 0.26 ** 0.28 ** 0.39 ** −0.28 ** 1
12. Recruitment stage (1 = MTurk and
Prolific) 0.50 0.50 −0.44 ** −0.17 0.24 ** −0.25 ** −0.11 −0.20 * −0.23 * −0.32 ** −0.15 0.26 ** −0.08

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; alpha scores in diagonal.
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Results show a small negative correlation between participants’ age and Internet usage,
indicating that the younger the participants were, the more they used the Internet. As
expected, all indicators of internal and external positions’ salience were related to each other,
except for the relation between internal personal positions and internal human positions. As
regards the two PPR indices computed, pre-dialogue monologicity was negatively related
to each internal and external position’s salience. Therefore, it indicates that monologicity
(square root) decreased with the salience of the Self and the Other positions, regardless
of the inclusiveness level. Finally, pre-dialogue coordination (reciprocal) was positively
related to internal personal and human positions’ salience, external personal, social, and
human positions, and negatively associated with monologicity. Therefore, it indicates that
coordination decreased with the salience of internal and external positions and increased
with monologicity.

Regarding the socio-demographics and participants recruitment stage, gender was sig-
nificantly related to the recruitment stage. In fact, female participants were overrepresented
in recruitment stage 1. Participants in recruitment stage 1 were undergraduate psychology
students, thus the difference in the percentage of males and females in the sample may be
related to the higher percentage of females attending the faculty of psychology where the
data were collected. Recruitment stage was significantly related to the internal personal and
human, as well as external personal and social positions’ salience, as well as monologicity.

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics between post-dialogue variables. Since some
of these variables were not normally distributed (i.e., monologicity, dialogue coordination,
intergroup bias and attitude towards the outgroup member), we transformed these vari-
ables according to the suggestions of Tabachnick and Fidell [64]. Specifically, we computed
reciprocal transformation for dialogue coordination and intergroup bias variables, since
the skewness was positive and greater than 2. We also computed the square root transfor-
mation for monologicity and attitude towards the outgroup member variables, since the
skewness was between |1| and |2|.

As for pre-dialogue variables, post-dialogue indicators of internal and external po-
sitions’ salience were also all positively related to each other. Furthermore, monologicity
(square root) was negatively related to all positions’ salience, while dialogue coordination
(reciprocal) was only significantly and negatively related to external personal positions’
salience. When it comes to the inclusion of the Other in the Self, it was positively related
to internal personal and social as well as external personal and human positions’ salience.
Ethnic/racial identity was positively related to internal personal and social as well as
external human positions’ salience, and negatively related to monologicity. Additionally,
the attitude towards the outgroup member (square root) was positively related to dialogue
coordination (reciprocal) and negatively related to the inclusion of the Other in the Self. The
intergroup bias (reciprocal) was negatively related to internal personal positions’ salience
and ethnic/racial identity, while it was positively related to dialogue coordination; thus,
it indicates that intergroup bias increased with the salience of internal positions, with
ethnic/racial identity, and with dialogue coordination. Lastly, the prejudice was negatively
related to the attitude towards the outgroup member, and it was positively related to
ethnic/racial identity.

As for the recruitment stage, it was significantly associated with internal personal
positions’ salience, ethnic/racial identity, and attitude towards the outgroup member.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics and Pearson’s correlations among post-dialogue variables (n = 118).

M SD 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.

1. Internal personal positions 3.09 1.23 α 0.63
2. Internal social positions 2.36 1.50 0.54 ** α 0.80
3. Internal human positions 3.80 1.29 0.34 ** 0.33 ** α 0.78
4. External personal positions 3.33 1.08 0.61 ** 0.67 ** 0.58 ** α 0.51
5. External social positions 2.48 1.42 0.66 ** 0.70 ** 0.56 ** 0.49 ** α 0.74
6. External human positions 3.44 1.32 0.68 ** 0.67 ** 0.59 ** 0.55 ** 0.48 ** α 0.69
7. Monologicity (square root) 0.69 0.30 −0.65 ** −0.85 ** −0.36 ** −0.57 ** −0.81 ** −0.59 ** 1
8. Dialogue coordination
(reciprocal) 1.94 0.72 −0.01 0.07 −0.13 −0.20 * 0.03 0.07 −0.06 1

9. Inclusion of the Other in the
Self 3.26 1.53 0.25 ** 0.22 * 0.13 0.26 ** 0.14 0.26 ** −0.15 −0.16 1

10. Ethnic/racial identity 1 3.38 0.72 0.24 ** 0.31 ** 0.10 0.11 0.33 0.23 * −0.31 ** 0.09 −0.04 α 0.86
11. Attitude towards
Kama/Ngalula (square root) 3.90 1.90 −0.08 −0.03 −0.06 −0.06 −0.04 −0.08 0.11 0.23 * −0.40 ** 0.03 1

12. Intergroup bias (reciprocal) 1.06 0.38 −0.19 * −0.14 −0.06 −0.08 −0.15 −0.17 0.12 0.27 ** −0.03 −0.31 ** −0.01 1
13. Prejudice 1 0.57 0.33 0.10 0.11 −0.01 −0.01 0.05 0.16 −0.08 0.01 0.01 0.21 * −0.19 * 0.02 1
14. Recruitment stage 0.50 0.50 −0.21 * −0.13 −0.02 −0.15 −0.15 −0.09 0.16 0.16 −0.04 −0.18 * 0.23 * 0.04 0.04

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; alpha scores in diagonal. 1 Missing values of ethnic/racial identity (n = 4) and prejudice (n = 6) were replaced with expectation-maximization (EM) method.
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3.3. Testing the Hypotheses

Since recruitment stage variables were significantly related to some design variables
(see Table 2), we used the recruitment stage as a covariate when considering their interac-
tion. Testing the hypotheses, we used the transformed indicator for variables that were not
normally distributed.

To test hypotheses 1, 2 and 3, we ran repeated measures ANOVA, considering the
dummy recruitment stage variable (1 = MTurk/Prolific) as a covariate, and the experimental
condition as a factor. In all ANOVA models, Bonferroni adjusted confidence intervals was
used.

Through the analysis of the repeated measures ANOVA results, it emerged that
monologicity (square root) generally decreased in post-dialogue as we expected, but
differences between pre (M = 0.76, SD = 0.24) and post-dialogue (M = 0.69, SD = 0.30)
were not significant. This is also valid considering the interaction with the experimental
condition and recruitment stage variable, hence not confirming hypothesis 1. As regards
dialogue coordination (reciprocal), coordination generally decreased in post-dialogue as we
expected, but differences between pre- (M = 1.78, SD = 0.44) and post-dialogue (M = 1.94,
SD = 0.72) were not significant, although they were close to the statistical significance
(p = 0.053), also interacting with the experimental condition, and hence not confirming
hypothesis 2.

Furthermore, we hypothesized that individuals positioned themselves and other
according to the experimental condition, considering both internal and external positions’
salience (hypothesis 3). However, no effects of experimental condition were found on
the salience of either internal or external personal (H3.1), social (H3.2) and human (H3.3)
positions, therefore they did not confirm hypotheses 3.

To test hypotheses 4, we performed a series of simple moderation analyses using
Hayes’ PROCESS v3.5 macro for SPSS [65], adding the recruitment stage as a covariate
for the variables correlated with it (i.e., internal personal positions’ salience, ethnic/racial
identity and intergroup bias). Since the moderator, i.e., the given experimental conditions,
was a categorical variable, we set the coding system in line with the hypotheses, thus
using the indicator method to test H4.1 and H4.2, and effect method to test the remaining
hypotheses [66].

It emerged that monologicity (square root) per se (H4.1) did not significantly relate with
the inclusion of the Other in the Self, while the interaction with the experimental condition
was significant (β = −2.73, SE = 1.18, p = 0.02). By specifically analyzing the conditional
effects, the results show that the relation between monologicity and the inclusion of the
Other in the Self was negative, and it was significant only for the participants in the human
condition (β = −2.11, SE = 0.91, t = −2.34, 95%CI [−3.91, −0.32], p = 0.02), thus in the
expected direction (see Figure 2.)

No significant main or any interaction effects were found between monologicity and
the attitude towards the outgroup member, ethnic/racial identity, intergroup bias, and
prejudice, thus monologicity did not relate with these variables regardless of experimental
condition. Therefore, our moderation analyses only partially confirmed H4.1.

As regards H4.2, the results show that the reciprocal of dialogue coordination did not
significantly relate to the inclusion of the Other in the Self, attitude towards the outgroup
member, ethnic/racial identity, intergroup bias and prejudice regardless of experimental
conditions, therefore not confirming H4.2.

Concerning the Self and the Other personal positions’ salience, the results show that
individualization (i.e., internal and external personal positions) did not significantly relate to
attitudes towards the outgroup member as expected. Considering the interaction with the
experimental condition, it did not confirm H4.3.
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When we analyzed the Self and the Other social positions’ salience, the results show
positive relations between the categorization of both internal (β = 0.14, SE = 0.04, p = 0.001)
and external (β = 0.16, SE = 0.05, p < 0.001) positions and ethnic/racial identity; however,
no significant interaction with the experimental condition emerged, showing that the
salience of both participants’ and interlocutor’s social Self was positively associated with
participants’ ethnic/racial identity, regardless of experimental conditions. Furthermore, the
results show a significant interaction effect of the experimental condition on the relationship
between internal social positions and intergroup bias (β = 0.07, SE = 0.03, p = 0.02): However,
the conditional effects were not significant. No significant relations emerged between
external social positions and intergroup bias. Lastly, no significant results were found on
prejudice. Thus, our moderation analyses very partially confirmed H4.4.

As regards humanization (the Self and the Other human positions’ salience), the results
only show external and not internal human positions’ salience as positively related to
the inclusion of the Other in the Self (β = 0.27, SE = 0.10, p = 0.01). At the same time, no
significant interaction effect emerged, showing that the salience of the interlocutor’s human
identity was positively associated with the inclusion of the Other in the Self regardless of
experimental conditions. Furthermore, the results indicate only external and not internal
human positions’ salience as positively related to ethnic/racial identity (β = 0.11, SE = 0.05,
p = 0.03). However, no significant interaction was found, indicating that the salience of the
interlocutor’s human identity was positively associated with the awareness of participants’
ethnic/racial identity, regardless of experimental conditions. No significant results were
found between humanization and the attitude towards the outgroup member. Finally,
as regards the relationship between internal human positions’ salience and intergroup
bias, the analyses showed a significant interaction effect (reciprocal: β = −0.09, SE = 0.04,
p = 0.02). Conditional effects were only significant for participants for the human condition
(β = −0.11, SE = 0.05, t = −2.16, 95%CI [−0.20, −0.01], p = 0.03), in the opposite direction
to what we expected (see Figure 3): in the human condition, intergroup bias increased
with internal human positions’ salience, while the reverse occurred in the social condition,
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although not in a statistically significant way. No relations of external human positions’
salience were found. Lastly, no significant results were found on prejudice. Therefore, our
mediational analyses partially confirmed H4.5.
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4. Discussion

We sought to examine the Dialogical Self’s role in explaining the processes by which
intergroup contact can foster harmonious relations between different ethnic groups and
reduce prejudice in online contexts. The theoretical framework that guided the present
investigation was found in Hermans et al.’s [39] Democratic Organization of the Self, and
particularly, in the three levels of inclusiveness/responsibility identified by the authors
and derived from the Self Categorization Theory [25]. We experimentally manipulated
these three levels of inclusiveness (i.e., personal, social and human), and we analyzed the
differences between experimental groups in terms of dialogue monologicity, dialogue coor-
dination, salience of personal, social and human internal as well as external positions in the
dialogue, as well as in terms of the inclusion of the Other in the Self, ethnic/racial identity,
attitude towards the outgroup member with whom participants interacted, intergroup bias
and prejudice.

We found that there were no significant differences among the experimental conditions
on the salience of personal, social, and human internal and external positions. Given these
results, we can conclude that the experimental manipulation was not strong enough to
determine changes in the positions’ salience, and therefore we considered their relations
with the outcome variables. Nevertheless, by generalizing and analyzing our results
from a constructivist perspective, we can assume that the individuals strategically chose
their positionings during the dialogue with the outgroup member, regardless of how the
Other could be introduced to them or was perceived by them. In other words, from a
constructivist perspective, it is precisely during the dialogue that people activate different
levels of inclusiveness, also—and perhaps above all—based on the interlocutor’s answers,
circularly. With this in mind, in our study, inducing individuals to position themselves on
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a specific level did not work, since the effect of the dialogue with an outgroup member
itself was stronger than the experimental introduction of the outgroup member as a person,
as a social category member, or as a human being. Moreover, this result’s explanation
could be partially confirmed by the fact that we found relations between the salience of
individualization, categorization and humanization positions and some of the outcome
variables not mediated by the experimental condition. In other words, considering the
positions spontaneously chosen by participants leads to different conclusions.

Furthermore, through the present study, we analyzed the extent to which online
intergroup contact per se decreased the monologicity and the dialogue coordination of
positions and how monologicity and coordination were related to our outcome variables.
We found that monologicity only slightly and not significantly decreased from the pre- to
the post-dialogue. Similarly, the dialogue coordination only slightly decreased from the
pre- to post-dialogue, closely to statistical significance. This occurred regardless of the
three experimental conditions, which may have at least partially confused the effect of
the mere contact we expected. In fact, having introduced the partner as a person or as a
human being rather than as a member of a group, i.e., Senegalese, may have, respectively,
activated a lower or a greater monologicity, with the result of calming the effect of contact
on monologicity. However, the less individuals shifted among the different levels of in-
clusiveness during the dialogue (i.e., high levels of monologicity), the less they included
the Other in the Self. It must be remembered that the results show that this relationship
was significant only for those in the human condition. Therefore, introducing the outgroup
member as a human being facilitated the perception of a greater overlap between the Self
and the Other, especially when individuals shifted among the different levels of inclusive-
ness/responsibility. Thus, coherently with Hermans et al.’s [39] theorization, our results
confirm that both the ability to shift across different levels of inclusiveness/categorization
and the ability to shift from more concrete levels of personal and social identity to the
higher abstract level of human beings increased the inclusion of the Other in the Self.
Some authors, e.g., [38] affirmed that individuals in the human condition considered both
themselves and the interlocutor to belong to a more general and abstract ingroup. Thus,
some literature results [38] showed that when individuals did not anchor their identities
to one specific level of inclusiveness/responsibility, they perceived numerous similarities
with the outgroup member. However, our study did not confirm these results: dialogicity
and humanization, i.e., human positions’ salience, did not relate with prejudice, even if
they related with the inclusion of the Other in the Self. We must not forget that according to
the literature reviewed, e.g., [24,29], the greater inclusion of the Other in the Self mediates
the relationship between the contact and the variables linked to the quality of intergroup
relationships, e.g., [24]. Returning to our study, this could mean that to shift among posi-
tions considering the interlocutor as a human being could influence the prejudice by only
including the Other in the Self. Although this interpretation is in line with other studies
on online intergroup contact, e.g., [52], our results show that a lack of relation between
humanization and prejudice that could also be due at least partially to the limited time of
dialogue interaction.

Through the analysis of the salience of the different levels of inclusiveness/responsibility
introduced by Hermans et al. [39], we also found that individuals who activated social
positions during dialogue tended to strongly identify themselves as members of their
ethnic/racial group, and to report high levels of intergroup bias, regardless the experi-
mental condition. This result is in line with those of the literature based on SCT [25], and
therefore allows us to confirm that categorization activates a defensive position by the
outgroup, bringing people to strongly identify themselves with their ethnic/racial group
and to evaluate their own group better than the other group in digital societies.

Lastly, we found that humanization (high internal and external human positions’
salience) was positively related to the inclusion of the Other in the Self. Thus, in line with
both classical studies on common ingroup identity model [38] and Hermans et al. [39]
insights, our results confirm that human positions can foster harmonious relations be-
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cause individuals share membership to the more abstract group of human beings. For
this reason, our participants perceived themselves and the member of the outgroup as
partially overlapping, regardless of the experimental condition. Nevertheless, we also
found that, regardless of the experimental condition, seeing the Other as a human be-
ing associated with ethnic/racial identity. Ethnic/racial identity was a precondition for
the activation of an intergroup comparison process, as the interaction effect we found in
the human condition between the internal human positions’ salience and ingroup bias
showed. When the interlocutor was presented as a human being and internal human
position was made salient, people felt the need to differentiate their ingroup (i.e., Italian)
from the outgroup (i.e., Senegalese). In agreement with what SIT stated, they did so by
increasing the unfavorable bias towards the outgroup. Scholars well underlined that high
ingroup identification was generally an obstacle to harmonious intergroup relations, by
positively affecting ethnic prejudice, e.g., [67], the perception of outgroup threat, e.g., [68],
and negative emotional responses to discrimination, e.g., [69]. Therefore, the human level,
though extremely abstract and literally including every person, does not always allow
the individual to answer to their needs of distinctiveness [70], acting in some cases [71],
including in our study, as a “threat” towards which individuals react strongly, identifying
themselves with their own group and strongly preferring their own group when compared
to the outgroup. When the intersubjective dimension of intergroup contact, i.e., a dialogic
perspective, is taken into account, the dialogue occurring between two human beings can
represent an obstacle to the the identity function of categorization [34], and individuals can
react by anchoring themselves to their social memberships to protect who they think they
are.

To the best of our knowledge, this was the first study in which the role of the Dialogical
Self in online intergroup contact was experimentally analyzed. Although the present work
certainly has some limitations, its results suggest new insights for contact theory and its
applications in both digital and analogical societies. Moreover, from a methodological
point of view, the results of this study suggest that an experimental manipulation of the
level of self-inclusiveness was not completely in line with a complex, dialogical and co-
constructed conception of the Self, and we think that this is the reason why manipulation
worked poorly in inducing the salience of different levels of inclusiveness. With this in
mind and considering that what happens during a “dialogue” is that individuals’ positions
are more relevant compared to how the interlocutor is introduced, further studies should
explore the spontaneous individuals’ positionings, by extensively analyzing the singular
positionings during an online and offline intergroup dialogue. Furthermore, despite the
fact that this was not the first study to use a fictitious outgroup member, it is possible that
the low ecological validity participants perceived reduced the magnitude of the expected
effects. Further studies should analyze the sense of presence in the fictious dialogues
and/or the intergroup dialogue of the Self positions in more organic online context such
as social network sites and virtual worlds. Further studies should also take also into
consideration that a social level of inclusiveness more abstract than social group belonging
and more concrete than human group belonging, i.e., a social level of inclusiveness that
explicitly includes both ingroup and outgroup members in order to understand whether
and to what extent this level of abstraction affects the outcome variables. Moreover, further
studies should consider other indirect measures and techniques to assess online prejudice,
e.g., [72]. Despite its limitations, the present study is useful to increase the knowledge of
the Dialogical Self as a variable that influences the relationship between online intergroup
contact and prejudice.

5. Conclusions and Practical Implications

In psychosocial literature, the positive effect of intergroup contact in promoting har-
monious relations is well known and supported by a large number of empirical findings.
However, when it comes to online contexts, it is still not clear by what process online
intergroup contact reduces prejudice. Through this paper, we sought to contribute to a
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deeper understanding of how intergroup contact affects ethnic/racial prejudice in online
contexts, while taking the Dialogical Self into account. We started from the assumption
that the way in which individuals in dialogue positioned themselves and others impacts
users’ positions, the evaluation of the interlocutor and the evaluation of the outgroup as
a whole. Overall, we showed that during online dialogues, categorization mechanisms
hinder prejudice reduction, while humanization mechanisms both strengthen and hinder
prejudice reduction. Specifically, we found that individuals who interacted online with an
outgroup member, positioning at a social level of inclusiveness (i.e., when they activate cat-
egorization mechanisms), reported high levels of ethnic/racial identity and intergroup bias.
Furthermore, individuals who dialogued online with an outgroup member, positioning at a
human level of inclusiveness (i.e., when they activate humanization mechanisms), reported
high levels of inclusion of the Other in the Self, ethnic/racial identity and intergroup bias.
Beyond the theoretical relevance of the present work, complexifying the reflection on
online hate phenomena and online discrimination, such results could be socially useful,
addressing relevant issues for both online social platforms designers and Internet users.
Indeed, designers could find starting points to reduce the hate speech problem in social
media, to thus design social platforms in which Internet users are encouraged to explore
different ways to relate with others, increasing the positive forms of intercultural dialogue.
On the other hand, Internet users could be sensitized to a more functional use of online
platforms, going beyond the easy path of the mere social categorization, i.e., considering
themselves and the Other as both group members and human beings.
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